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Abstract
In this work, we consider a two-level hierarchical MIMO antenna array system, where each antenna
of the upper level is made up of a subarray on the lower one. The concept of spatial multiplexing is
applied twice in this situation: Firstly, the spatial multiplexing of a Line-of-Sight (LoS) MIMO system
is exploited. It is based on appropriate (sub-)array distances and achieves multiplexing gain due to phase
differences among the signals at the receive (sub-)arrays. Secondly, one or more additional reflected
paths of different angles (separated from the LoS path by different spatial beams at the subarrays) are
used to exploit spatial multiplexing between paths.
By exploiting the above two multiplexing kinds simultaneously, a high dimensional system with
maximum spatial multiplexing is proposed by jointly using ’phase differences’ within paths and ’angular
differences’ between paths. The system includes an advanced hybrid beamforming architecture with large
subarray separation, which could occur in millimeter wave backhaul scenarios. The possible gains of the
system w.r.t. a pure LOS MIMO system are illustrated by evaluating the capacities with total transmit
power constraints.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Around 2020 peak data rates in cellular networks are expected to be in the order of 10 Gb/s
[1]. Base stations will serve multiple sectors [2] and will be no more than 100 m apart in urban
areas. Our previous work [3] showed great potential in building ultra high speed fixed wireless
links to meet this growing demand for high capacity of the front/back-haul over a single LoS
path. For future dense networks, wireless front- and/or backhaul links offer easy and cheap
deployment in comparison with costly optical fibers. The unlicensed 60 GHz band has become
the most popular for this purpose due to large available bandwidth, high frequency reuse and
reasonable array sizes which could fully exploit the spatial multiplexing gains in LoS MIMO
channels.
The works in [4], [5] derived optimal antenna arrangements on parallel planes in terms of
antenna/subarray distances that provide self-orthogonal LoS channel matrices. However, the same
kind of spatial multiplexing remains possible for antenna arrangements on tilted non-parallel
planes [6], [7], [8], [9] or for even more complicated 3D arrangements [9].
Our work is motivated by the potential of having higher capacities, if additional paths that occur
under some oblique angles w. r. t. the LoS direction become available and can be discriminated
using beamforming. Ref. [4] showed high robustness of the spatial multiplexing gain in LoS
MIMO against displacements like translation and rotation. Therefore, the optimal geometrical
arrangements need not to be realized with high accuracy and a significant multiplexing gain can
still be expected using a reflected path with large antenna (rather subarray) separation. In this
way, we will establish a link between two spatial multiplexing approaches under LoS conditions
[4] and under multipath conditions as originally envisaged by [10], [11].
Large numbers of closely packed antennas are normally demanded by mmWave systems for
compensating high attenuation. This does not allow one RF chain per antenna element, due to
hardware cost, power and space constraints. Thus a hybrid architecture, jointly using analog
beamforming in the RF frontend and digital beamforming in baseband processing, is of our
interest. Differently superposed analog signals are down-converted to baseband and create a
set of spatial streams. Such hybrid beamforming techniques provide greater implementation
flexibility in comparison to fixed analog solutions and lower hardware cost in comparison to
fully digital solutions [12], [13], [14]. Antenna selection concepts [12] that rely on custom RF
3switch networks can provide an additional degree of freedom for shaping the beam patterns and
directions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present channel and system
models which exploit two spatial multiplexing kinds separately. At first, we consider multiplexing
over a single LOS path (Sec. II-A). This is contrasted with a limited scattering environment for
which a multiplexing gain over multiple paths is obtained in Sec. II-B. In view of the intended
application in mmWave communications, a description in terms of a hybrid beamforming ar-
chitecture using a set of available analog beam patterns is presented here. After considering
these limited cases, we propose a transmission model which combines the approaches and
exploits the above two kinds of spatial multiplexing jointly in Sec. III. Section IV proposes the
spectral efficiency under a sum power constraint as the benchmark for the spatial multiplexing
gain in our two-level multiplexing scenario. The optimization problem is converted to a power
allocation problem and the solution can be given by waterfilling algorithm. Numerical results
and a discussion are presented in Section V before we summarize our work in Section VI.
Notation: Upper- and lowercase variables written in boldface, such as A and a, denote matrices
and vectors; a in normal font refers to a scalar; (·)T, (·)H and || · ||F denote transpose, conjugate
transpose and Frobenius norm, respectively; tr(·) and det(·) denote the trace and the determinant,
respectively; A⊗B is the Kronecker product of A and B; {A}lk denotes element (l, k) of A
and |a| denotes the absolute value of a. Expectation is denoted by E[·] and IN is the N × N
identity matrix; CN (a,A) is a complex Gaussian random vector with mean a and covariance
matrix A.
II. SINGLE- VS. MULTI-PATH SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING
In this section, we present detailed transmission models for two spatial multiplexing kinds,
namely ’spatial multiplexing over a single path’ (usually the LoS path) and ’multiplexing of
spatial streams in a multipath scenario’. In the first case (see Fig. 1(a)), a description in terms of
an array of subarrays is considered, as the subarrays provide necessary antenna gain in mmWave
links for LoS MIMO communication. The second case can be viewed as the ’conventional’ way
of spatial multiplexing [11]. It is shown schematically in Fig. 1(b), where we assume initially only
a single antenna array at transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) side. Signals traveling along different
paths/directions are addressed with beam steering algorithms. These two cases summarize the
4state-of-the-art works that exploit two kinds of spatial multiplexing separately. In next section,
we merge these two approaches into a two-level hierarchical MIMO system with appropriately
large subarray separation to exploit both kinds of spatial multiplexing gains simultaneously (see
Fig. 1(c)).
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Fig. 1: Geometry for (a) LOS spatial multiplexing between subarrays (max {Ns} = 3), (b) multipath spatial
multiplexing between single subarrays over two paths (max {Ns} = 2), and (c) the simplest example of two-
level spatial multiplexing: over each of the two paths (LOS connection and ground reflection), three streams are
multiplexed between subarrays at transmitter and receiver side (max {Ns} = 6, s.t. λ≪ dsub ≪ h < D)
A. Spatial Multiplexing under Line-of-Sight Conditions
The essential insights to achieve spatial multiplexing between antenna arrays over a single path
were developed originally for line-of-sight MIMO communication [4] using a carrier frequency
f with corresponding wave length λ = c/f . Let us also consider the geometry of the situation as
sketched in Fig. 1(a) and describe it with a spherical-wave model1. Let us assume that transmitter
1As shown in [15], the spherical-wave model is more accurate and leads to larger spectral efficiency of the links than the
conventionally used plane-wave model, if the antenna separation dsub is in the order of
√
λD.
5and receiver are separated by a link distance D and each side consists of N subarrays/antennas2.
This would form a standard LoS MIMO scenario, and the spectral efficiency depends on the
spacing dsub between the subarrays/antennas in a ’super’ array. The optimal spacing dsub to a
’super’ array of N elements is provided by [4]
dsub =
√
λD
N
, (1)
which relies on the relation
λ≪ dsub ≪ D. (2)
If this condition is fulfilled, the propagation distances between different pairs of subarrays
(antennas) are negligible when one calculates the path attenuation values. However, while pathloss
differences can be neglected, the length of the very same propagation paths between transmit and
receive antennas will differ by certain fractions of λ. These differences provide specific phase
shifts between the observed signals at the receive subarrays/antennas. As a consequence of the
conditions stated by Equ. (2), the resulting channel or ’coupling’ matrixHLoS between transceiver
arrays can be optimized to obtain a spatially orthogonal matrix with HHLoSHLoS = N · IN .
Let us illustrate this scenario by an example: considering the entries of HLoS in a symmetric
system with two uniform linear arrays (ULAs). The two arrays consist of N subarrays each
and are arranged in two parallel lines. Both lines are perpendicular to the transmit direction and
the radiated signals are traveling in a free space. The matrix elements representing the phase
coupling between subarrays at different sides can then be written as {HLoS}lk = e−j 2piλ ·D(lk) ≈
e−j2piD/λ · e−jpi(l−k)2/N , where D(lk) is the distance between the l-th transmit and k-th receive
subarray/antenna. Specifically, for N = 3 we find
HLoS =


1 e−j
pi
3 e−j
4pi
3
e−j
pi
3 1 e−j
pi
3
e−j
4pi
3 e−j
pi
3 1

 · e−j2piD/λ. (3)
The baseband model describing the transmission of N data streams between the subarrays/antennas
can be expressed in the form of a simple linear model as
y = ρ ·HLoS s + n , (4)
2More precisely, we will denote the effective propagation length along path p between the l-th transmit subarrays/antennas
and the k-th receive subarrays/antennas as D(lk)p later in this work.
6where s, y are transmit symbol vector and receive vector of the size N×1. ρ indicates the common
channel gain between the subarrays/antennas (including array/antenna gains and pathloss). n is
i.i.d. zero mean complex white Gaussian noise distributed as n ∼ CN (0, σ2n · IN). The LoS
system supports Ns = N data streams simultaneously.
Extending this idea, orthogonality can also be achieved when uniform rectangular arrays
(URAs) or uniform square arrays (USAs) are used. Assuming that each column of the array
has Nx subarrays/antennas along the x-axis and each row has Ny subarrays/antennas along the
y-axis, the transceiver arrays would consist of N = Nx ·Ny elements each. The phase coupling
matrix HLoS can then be factorized into a Kronecker product of two phase coupling matrices of
ULAs along orthogonal directions [4] as
HLoS = HLoS,x ⊗HLoS,y , (5)
where HLoS,x and HLoS,y denote two phase coupling matrices of ULAs with Nx and Ny ele-
ments, respectively. In case that both the x-axis and the y-axis arrays satisfy the optimal ULA
arrangements, HLoS,x and HLoS,y are then obviously orthogonal matrices as before. Therefore,
it still holds that HHLoS ·HLoS = N · IN . In later numerical evaluations, we limit the subsequent
treatment to the case of ULAs of subarrays along the x-axis, while the power gain at each
subarrays are achieved by 2D arrays for reasonable link budgets. Meanwhile, the direction of
x-axis is assumed to be perpendicular to the ground for simplicity.
B. Spatial Multiplexing under Multipath Conditions
Spatial multiplexing gain in multipath scenario was originally studied in the seminal works by
Telatar, Foschini et.al. [10], [11] with a rich scattering environment. In the context of mmWave
communications, the environment is assumed to be of limited scattering, and the scenario is
addressed using hybrid beamforming with limited signal processing complexity and power
consumption [14]. Thus we assume that P paths3 with signals from different directions are
available (see Fig. 1(b), where we schematically illustrate the simplest possible situation of two
paths).
As a complementary approach to obtain spatial multiplexing gain, we firstly assume only one
single USA at transmitter side and one single USA at receiver side, both at height h. The arrays
3It is interesting to note that for a single path under the assumption of planar waves, no spatial multiplexing gain is possible.
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Fig. 2: Simplified block diagram of a mmWave single subarray system with a conventional hybrid beamforming
architecture [14].
are facing each other over a link distance D. Each of two arrays consists of M ×M antenna
elements modeled as isotropically radiating point sources (later such a USA will be viewed as
one of several subarrays).
In the general cases, P reflecting objects may exist for P paths, and each reflection object is
assumed to contribute a single propagation path p. The direction of the path p is characterized
by its elevation and azimuthal angles of departure and arrival, respectively. These angles are
denoted as {θtp, φtp} as well as {θrp, φrp} for path p. The superscripts {t, r} indicate transmitter
and receiver, respectively.
Considering the hardware constraints at subarrays, we assume that a subarray is supported by
B RF chains. Therefore, maximum B beams are radiated by the analog beamforming algorithms
towards the P available paths and may support Ns (Ns ≤ P , Ns ≤ B) data streams. We write
the transmission model in digital baseband as
y =WTBBW
T
RFHFRF︸ ︷︷ ︸
,Heff
FBB s+W
T
BBW
T
RF n︸ ︷︷ ︸
neff
, (6)
where the matrix products WTBBWTRF and FRFFBB reflect the hybrid beamforming approach.
The vectors s and y of size B × 1 denote the transmit and receive symbols. n corresponds
to zero mean complex white Gaussian noise distributed as n ∼ CN (0, σ2n · IM2). The B × B
matrices FBB and WBB act as baseband precoder and equalizer, respectively. As shown in the
numerical evaluation later, when maximizing spectral efficiency with different power constraints
in different scenarios, the number of supported data streams may change. Therefore, in order to
select and support Ns data streams from s, Ns ≤ B, one may expect only first Ns columns of
FBB and WBB contain non-zero values.
8The matrices FRF ∈ CM2×B, WRF ∈ CM2×B contain B beam patterns in their columns, which
are realized simultaneously with analog beamforming at RF front-ends (see Fig. 2). Typically,
the entries in each column are of constant magnitude. Meanwhile, they provide phase shifts
between corresponding baseband signals and pass-band signals at antenna elements (implemented
with e.g., a set of phased arrays [16]). The superposed pass-band signals are sent via a set of
beams with different steering directions. The matrices FBB, FRF, WBB and WRF allow joint
digital and analog hybrid beamforming and are optimized according to some criterion, e.g.,
maximizing spectrum efficiency. The actually transmitted baseband symbol vector after baseband
processing is defined as z , FBB s. Meanwhile, the actually radiated symbol vector on pass-band
is x , FRFFBB s.
Finally, H ∈ CM2×M2 is the channel matrix. It describes the P paths provided by the
environment in which the Tx and Rx arrays operate. As the signals are reflected at P assumed
objects, the channel matrix is modeled as a sum of weighted outer products of array propagation
vectors by [17]
H =
P∑
p=1
αp
[
ar(θ
r
p, φ
r
p)
][
at(θ
t
p, φ
t
p)
]T · e− j2piDpλ . (7)
The variables Dp denote the path lengths between the phase centers of the transceivers for path
p. For simplification, in later numerical evaluations, we associate each path with one reflection
object, e.g., ground. In this case, the path gain along path p is described as
αp = Γp · λ
4πDp
, (8)
with a reflection coefficient Γp. For the LoS path, we set Γp = 1. Other reflected paths are eval-
uated using Fresnel’s formulas with the angle of incidence, dielectric constant and conductivity.
Note that, we model single reflection at single object only. For reflection with a scattering cluster,
more complicated models for αp can be applied [18]. The vectors ar(θrp, φrp) and at(θtp, φtp) of
size M2 × 1 are array response vectors at transmitter and receiver side, respectively. And they
are parametrized by the elevation and azimuth angles of the paths that were already introduced.
Assuming the subarrays lie in the xy-plane, while the link distance D is measured along the
z-coordinate, one such vector ar(θrp, φrp) at the receiver is written as [19]
ar(θ
r
p, φ
r
p)=
[
1, . . . , e
j2pide
λ
(mx sin(θrp) cos(φ
r
p)+my sin(θ
r
p) sin(φ
r
p)), . . . ,
. . . , e
j2pide
λ
((M−1) sin(θrp) cos(φrp)+(M−1) sin(θrp) sin(φrp)) ]T, (9)
9where 0 ≤ mx, my < M − 1 are the x, y indices of an antenna element in the subarray and
at(θ
t
p, φ
t
p) can be written in a similar fashion.
From a baseband point of view, an effective channel Heff of size B×B is seen as the physical
channel including the RF frontends. Meanwhile the effective noise neff on the RF chains are of
size B × 1. Writing the analog beamforming matrices FRF,WRF ∈ CM2×B as a collection of
column vectors chosen from an available set of beamforming vectors (’codebook’) in the RF
frontends, these matrices become
FRF = [f1, f2, . . . , fB], WRF = [w1,w2, . . . ,wB], (10)
where fb,wb ∈ CM2×1, 1 ≤ b ≤ B refer to beam pattern b formed by the subarrays at transmitter
and receiver sides. It is easily seen that together with the channel describing the environment,
there occur two groups of inner products between analog beamforming and array propagation
vectors in Equ. (6). We denote the inner products as gtb(θtp, φtp) ,
[
at(θ
t
p, φ
t
p)
]T·fb and grb(θrp, φrp) ,[
ar(θ
r
p, φ
r
p)
]T · wb. The coefficient gib(θip, φip) actually indicates the gain of beam pattern b to
radiate/collect energy over path p with elevation angle θip and azimuthal angle φip at transceiver
i ∈ {t, r} side, 1 ≤ b ≤ B.
Collecting all B pairs of {gtb(θtp, φtp), grb(θrp, φrp)} for path p, two column vectors are formed
to represent the array gains at transmitter and receiver side for this path. Those two gain vectors
of size B × 1 can be expressed as
gt(θtp, φ
t
p) ,
[[
at(θ
t
p, φ
t
p)
]T · f1, [at(θtp, φtp)]T · f2, . . . , [at(θtp, φtp)]T · fB
]T
, and
gr(θrp, φ
r
p) ,
[[
ar(θ
r
p, φ
r
p)
]T ·w1, [ar(θrp, φrp)]T ·w2, . . . , [ar(θrp, φrp)]T ·wB
]T
, (11)
at transmitter and receiver side, respectively. Summing over all P paths again leads to an effective
channel Heff in baseband as
Heff ,W
T
RFHFRF =
P∑
p=1
αp
[
gr(θrp, φ
r
p)
][
gt(θtp, φ
t
p)
]T · e− j2piDpλ . (12)
Ideally Heff would be a diagonal matrix, if the analog beamformers would collect energy only
from a single path while steering nulls to all other paths. In this case, one finds gib(θip, φip)
satisfying gib(θip, φip) = M2 · δb,p, where δb,p indicates a Dirac impulse and becomes one if the
steering direction of beam b aligned with p-th path direction. In practice for finite main lobe
width, we can only hope to suppress partially the other paths.
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Fig. 3: Simplified block diagram of a mmWave multi-subarray MIMO system with an advanced hybrid
beamforming architecture. Subarrays are large spaced, dsub ≫ λ.
Incorporating the analog beamforming with the physical channel, we arrive at the standard
linear model that was originally used to describe the spatial multiplexing scenario [11]. The
model can be written in terms of our variables as
y =WTBBHeffFBB s +W
T
BBneff . (13)
Obviously all well-known multi-user detection strategies such as linear filtering, successive
interference cancellation proposed in the literature [11] as well as even more advanced concepts
such as sphere detection approaches are applicable as proposed in the literature.
Please note that the effective noise neff is not i.i.d white Gaussian noise, if the selected
beam vectors wb are non-orthogonal to each other. This is because its covariance matrix Rneff =
E[neffn
H
eff ] = σ
2
n ·WTRF(WTRF)H is no longer a diagonal matrix with equal amplitudes. Only if the
vectors wb are orthogonal to each other, neff stays i.i.d white Gaussian noise as Rneff = σ2nM2 ·IB.
III. TWO-LEVEL SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING WITH AN ARRAY OF SUBARRAYS
At this stage our proposal for a two-level spatial multiplexing concept might be already obvious.
It simply applies both transmission modes described in the previous section simultaneously and is
illustrated schematically in Fig 1(c). As one may recognize, hybrid beamforming (more precisely,
the additional degrees of freedom due to pattern multiplication of an array of subarrays) provides
11
the basis to connect both approaches in a two-level hierarchical multiplexing system4.
To keep things simple, we again only consider a standard two-path model [20] that consists of
a LoS path and a ground reflected path. The transceivers are assumed to be at the same height
h and are separated by a link distance D along the horizontal direction. Both transmitter and
receiver are assumed to be an antenna array of several subarrays. These subarrays provide power
gain on one hand and allow beam steering via their anisotropic radiation characteristics on the
other hand.
When multipaths in a limited scattering environment become available, beamforming with the
help of the subarrays (for millimeter waves these require only the area in the order of cm2) can be
employed. After applying (adaptive or training based) beam steering algorithms and addressing
the directions that allow energy transfer, these reflecting paths can be excited. By putting several
of the subarrays with larger distances, a similar multiplexing gain as for the LOS direction can
be expected in addition to the multiplexing offered by multiple path directions. If the subarray
spacing was only optimized for a single path, e.g., LoS path, it will be suboptimal for the other
paths. However, due to the robustness of the scheme w.r.t. relative rotations and/or translations
of the whole array, it is still expected that some of the non-LoS (NLoS) paths support more than
one spatial stream.
Let us extend the model of Section II-B to a two-level spatial multiplexing system that exploits
both kinds of spatial multiplexing gain, considering the block diagram in Fig. 3. Again we assume
that the transmit array and the receive array are facing each other and are arranged symmetrically
over a distance D. As the spatial multiplexing within paths depends on the subarray arrangements,
we assume that the LoS link is available and the arrays are arranged accordingly. The direct links
between corresponding subarray pairs are the broadsides to the array planes. The higher level of
the hierarchical MIMO system contains N uniformly spaced linear arrays, so that each antenna
element on the higher level is equivalent to a subarray on the lower level. All subarrays are again
modeled as uniform square arrays with M2 isotropically radiating elements with half wavelength
spacing, such that de = λ/2. The subarray spacing dsub should fulfill at least approximately the
condition for LoS (single path) spatial multiplexing [3], [4] i.e. dsub ≃
√
λ ·D/N so that
4While in single path (LoS) spatial multiplexing, the data streams are separated by phase differences. Additional beamforming
provides separation of the streams along different paths, i.e. by angular/gain differences. Along each path, only the corresponding
desired stream is dominant in magnitude, while all others produce certain weaker interference levels.
12
λ ≪ dsub ≪ D. In this work, the system is also named as multi-subarray MIMO system with
large subarray separation.
To extend Equ. (6) and (12), we assume again that P paths are available to all subarrays. In
addition, we assume that all distances involved in the geometric relations of reflecting objects
w.r.t. the transceivers are much larger than dsub. The environment and the associated channel
(coupling) between the antenna arrays can be considered as deterministic as for wireless backhaul
or partially random. Furthermore, if we take into account that the ground surface will not be
perfectly flat in practice, the phase relation of beam(s) for the reflected path(s) can still be
acquired based on training.
Applying the same analog beamforming strategy to all N subarrays, the equation we end up
with is again similar to the single subarray case as
y =WTBBW
T
RF,NHFRF,N︸ ︷︷ ︸
,Heff
FBB s+W
T
BBW
T
RF,Nn︸ ︷︷ ︸
neff
, (14)
with the only difference that now s, y are NB × 1 vectors of receive and transmit symbols,
respectively. In this case, the number of supported data stream Ns is limited by the number of
available paths P , number of RF chains at each subarray B and number of subarrays N with
Ns ≤ NP , Ns ≤ NB.
Similarly, the size of n ∼ CN (0, σ2n · INM2), as well as the matrices FBB, WBB that are now
of size NB × NB, need to be adjusted. Meanwhile, the extension of the analog beamforming
matrices are denoted by FRF,N , WRF,N . As the same analog beamforming is applied at all N
subarrays, these matrices are related to their single subarray versions by FRF,N = FRF⊗ IN and
WRF,N =WRF⊗ IN with sizes NM2×NB at transmitter and receiver side, respectively. Here
we recall that ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
The joint analog and digital beamforming applies to transmit symbol vector s and actually
radiated symbol vector x = FRF,NFBB · s is now of size NM2 × 1. Meanwhile, the actually
transmitted baseband symbol vector z = FBB ·s has become a block vector z = [zT1 , zT2 , · · · , zTB]T.
The zb ∈ CN×1 represents the symbols transmitted via beam b that is simultaneously radiated
from all subarrays.
In this section, H ∈ CNM2×NM2 is the channel matrix including the array response vectors to
and from reflecting objects for all N subarrays. For all subarrays spaced with dsub under above
13
geometry conditions, the array responses are the same5, given by αp, ar(θrp, φrp), at(θtp, φtp).
However, the spherical wave model needs to be applied again on the higher array level, as for
LoS spatial multiplexing. The proof and further explanations on the applicable wave models
of different levels can be found in the Appendix. In this way, the relative phases of the phase
centers of different subarray pairs at the transceivers might be different via the propagation
along the same path. Therefore, phase coupling matrix Hp ∈ CN×N (similar to the one given for
the example in Equ. (3)) should be introduced to replace the comment phase term in Equ. (7).
Combining these effects, the complete channel can be formulated as
H =
P∑
p=1
αp
[
ar(θ
r
p, φ
r
p)
][
at(θ
t
p, φ
t
p)
]T ⊗Hp. (15)
The elements of Hp are given again by terms of the form {Hp}lk = e−j 2piλ ·D
(lk)
p
, where D(lk)p
denotes the distance between the l-th transmit subarray and the k-th receive subarray via the
p-th path.
From a baseband point of view, an effective channel matrix Heff of size NB×NB including
the analog beamformer operation in the RF frontends can be constructed again. Following the
steps given in Section II-B, two groups of inner products, between analog beam steering vectors
and the array response vectors of the reflecting objects, can be formed firstly. A vector in one such
group represents either transmitter or receiver side gain coefficients of all applied beam patterns
at a certain path. Together with the path gain, the outer product between corresponding vectors
of two different groups then represents the MIMO gain coupling matrix of a particular path.
However, due to the fact that there are multiple subarrays involved, the products are conducted
with commutative law of the Kronecker product (A⊗B)(C⊗D) = (AC)⊗ (BD) [21]. After
summing up all paths, an effective channel on baseband similar to Equ. (12) can be obtained as
Heff =
P∑
p=1
αp
[
gr(θrp, φ
r
p)
][
gt(θtp, φ
t
p)
]T ⊗Hp . (16)
The only difference is that this effective channel does not only support B streams as for the
multipath single subarray case but now we have Heff ∈ CNB×NB , because we are using N
5The plane wave assumption is still applicable within the subarrays, because there the antenna elements are only separated
by approximately λ/2.
14
subarrays in parallel over each path (for which the streams are discriminated by their respective
phase coupling matrix).
Also note that the same argument for the effective noise neff in Section II-B hold. If the vectors
wb are orthogonal to each other (i. e. an orthogonal ’codebook’ is used in the RF equalizer.)
neff is i.i.d white Gaussian noise with Rneff = σ2nM2 · INB. However, if the selected beam
vectors wb are non-orthogonal to each other, its covariance matrix satisfies Rneff = E[neffnHeff ] =
σ2n · [(WTRF(WTRF)H)⊗ IN].
A. Example: Two-level spatial multiplexing over two paths using two subarrays
In Sec. V, our numerical evaluations will be carried out for a system with N = 2 subarrays
communicating over a standard two-path model [20], including a LoS path and an additional
ground reflected path (see Fig. 1(c)). Therefore, we subsequently illustrate, how the effective
channel Heff is obtained for this example case. For simplification, we use B = P = 2 beams at
each subarray which can excite the two paths with equal number of beams in the ideal cases.
Let the transceivers be at the same height h. It is also further assumed that λ≪ dsub ≪ h < D,
as for MIMO systems with large antenna separation. On the lower level, the analog beamforming
algorithm at all subarrays orients two beams, one excites the LoS path and the other targets at
the ground reflected path. On the higher level, the phase relations of the coupling matrices are
determined by the lengths of the propagation paths D(lk)p . Meanwhile, the lengths are determined
by the geometry of the paths as well as the arrangements of the antenna arrays at transmitter and
receiver sides. Furthermore, with the assumption of λ≪ dsub ≪ h < D, the angle differences for
different antenna subarrays are smaller than arctan[(N − 1) · dsub/D] ≃
√
λ/D ≈ 0. Therefore,
we assume that the array gains, which are observed by the different subarrays via the same
path (LoS or ground reflection) and the same beam pattern, are equal. However, for the same
chosen beam pattern, the gains read differently along different path directions as h is of the
same order as D. This is because the angle difference is of the order arctan[h/D] which is no
longer negligible as shown in Fig. 1.
Using the above assumptions with B = 2, P = 2, N = 2, the effective channel including the
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RF frontends can be written as
Heff = α1 ·

 gt1(θt1, φt1)gr1(θr1, φr1) gt2(θt1, φt1)gr1(θr1, φr1)
gt1(θ
t
1, φ
t
1)g
r
2(θ
r
1, φ
r
1) g
t
2(θ
t
1, φ
t
1)g
r
2(θ
r
1, φ
r
1)

⊗

 1 e−jpi/2
e−jpi/2 1

 · e−j2piD/λ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
H1: H1=HLoS
+α2 ·

 gt1(θt2, φt2)gr1(θr2, φr2) gt2(θt2, φt2)gr1(θr2, φr2)
gt1(θ
t
2, φ
t
2)g
r
2(θ
r
2, φ
r
2) g
t
2(θ
t
2, φ
t
2)g
r
2(θ
r
2, φ
r
2)

⊗

 e−j
2pi
√
(2h+dsub)
2+D2
λ e−j
2pi
λ
√
(2h)2+D2
e−j
2pi
λ
√
(2h)2+D2 e−j
2pi
√
(2h−dsub)
2+D2
λ


︸ ︷︷ ︸
H2: {H2}lk=e−j2piD
(lk)
2 /λ
. (17)
Note that Equ. (17) is a special case of Equ. (16) with H1, H2 of size N × N , N = 2. The
gain matrices that occur as the first factors in the Kronecker products are of size B×B, B = 2.
Their entries are obtain via the outer product of two vectors gr(θrp, φrp), gt(θtp, φtp). Each vector
is obtained according to Equ. (11) as
gi(θip, φ
i
p) =

 gi1(θip, φip)
gi2(θ
i
p, φ
i
p)

 , (18)
with i ∈ {t, r}, so that Heff is of size 4× 4.
Array patterns of the subarrays: To fully specify Heff , we work out exemplary radiation
patterns for USAs consisting of M2 antenna elements with element spacing de = λ/2 and
isotropically radiating elements. For the RF precoder FRF and the RF equalizer WRF, an
implementation using analog phase shifters (see e.g., Ref. [22]) is assumed. These provide
different progressive phase shifts among the antenna signals for different steering angles. With
the phase increments given by βtx,b (βty,b) and βrx,b (βry,b) between adjacent antenna signals along
x- and y-directions represented by the columns fb and wb, respectively, we get
fb =
[
1, . . . , ej(mxβ
t
x,b+myβ
t
y,b), . . . , ej((M−1)β
t
x,b+(M−1)βty,b)
]T
, (19)
and
wb =
[
1, . . . , ej(mxβ
r
x,b+myβ
r
y,b), . . . , ej((M−1)β
r
x,b+(M−1)βry,b)
]T
. (20)
Using Equ. (11), the gains of the transmit/receive subarrays using beam b are expressed as
gib(θ
i
p, φ
i
p) =


[
at(θ
t
p, φ
t
p)
]T· fb , if i = t;[
ar(θ
r
p, φ
r
p)
]T·wb, if i = r;
=
sin(M
2
ψix)
sin(ψx
2
)
sin(M
2
ψiy)
sin(ψy
2
)
, (21)
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Fig. 4: Normalized array patterns on the elevation plane (φip = 0) for a square subarray with M2 = 64 antennas
and a codebook of size 16 for the elevation directions.
where
ψix =
2π
λ
de sin θ
i
p cosφ
i
p + β
i
x,b, (22)
ψiy =
2π
λ
de sin θ
i
p sinφ
i
p + β
i
y,b, (23)
correspond to deviations between steering angle of beam b, and the angles of departure/arrival
of signals over path p. The whole derivation leading to Equ. (22) and Equ. (23) also follows the
steps and results given in [19], as gib(θip, φip) indicates the gain of the b-th beam pattern obtained
for elevation angle θip and azimuth angle φip at transceiver side i ∈ {t, r}.
Fig. 4 illustrates the situation with normalized patterns in the elevation plane of a 8× 8-USA
for which the same patterns occur in the orthogonal plane. The phased array system we assume
in later evaluation contains 16 ’codewords’ (, candidate beams) for analog beamforming on the
elevation plane. The codewords are obtained with different phase increments βb (Specifically,
we use multiples of π/8 in the range (−π, π] associated with different steering angles equal to
arcsin(n/8), n ∈ [−7,−6, . . . 8]).
As the later evaluations will be carried out for a wireless backhaul system with a LoS path
and an additional ground reflected path, see Fig. 1(c), we are only concerning beam steering in
the elevation plane. Therefore, the antenna elements perpendicular to the elevation plane have
no phase differences, i.e. βiy,b = 0, and no beam steering needs to be applied. Furthermore, we
can take advantage of the mirror symmetry of the situation which allows to set the steering
angles at transmitter and receiver to the same values. To steer a beam towards array normal
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θip = 0 (corresponding to the LoS path for arrays facing each other), we can simply choose our
first beam pattern using βix,b = 0. Therefore, this beam pattern, denoted as β1 = 0 for short, is
always used as the first beam for exciting the LOS path. Depending on the particular values of
h, the first pattern couples certain energy into the ground reflected path as well. To exploit the
potential spatial multiplexing offered by the second path, the second beam pattern with another
steering angle βix,b 6= 0 is used. This value is then a variable and denoted as β2 later for short.
IV. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY WITH TOTAL TRANSMIT POWER CONSTRAINT
In this section, we are seeking the baseband precoders/equalizers that maximize the spectral
efficiency when RF precoding/equalizing is used under a sum power constraint. This maximized
spectral efficiency is an intermediate step which acts as the benchmark for capacity evaluation.
The final target of this work is to show the capacity improvements by combining the two kinds
of spatial multiplexing.
Our spectral efficiency evaluation is carried out assuming that Gaussian symbols are transmit-
ted. Given by [18], the spectral efficiency for a joint RF/Baseband design is given by
R = log2[det(INB +R−1n (WTBBWTRF,NHFRF,NFBB)Rs(WTBBWTRF,NHFRF,NFBB)H)], (24)
where Rn = σ2n(WTBBWTRF,N)(WTBBWTRF,N)H and Rs = E[ssH]. Meanwhile, the radiated power
satisfies
E[xHx] = tr(E[xxH]) = tr(FRF,NFBBRsF
H
BBF
H
RF,N) ≤ PC, (25)
where PC indicates the power constraint. To simplify the discussion later, we assume that the
transmitted symbols (s) are i.i.d variables which make Rs a diagonal matrix. Without loss of
generality, we assume Rs = INB.
Maximizing the spectral efficiency requires a joint optimization over the matrices {WTBB,
WTRF,N , FRF,N , FBB}. Under a total power constraint and considering the RF precoder/equalizer
are taken from quantized codebooks {FRF, WRF}, the optimization can be formulated in an
outer-inner problem form as [23]
C˜ = max
FRF∈FRF, WRF∈WRF


max
FBB, WBB
R
s.t. ||FRF,NFBB||2F ≤ PC

 , (26)
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where the outer maximization is chosen over finite codebooks and the RF precoder/equalizer are
assumed to be of B RF chains at each subarray. The inner maximization is applied known the
FRF and WRF. Here we recall that FRF,N = FRF ⊗ IN and WRF,N =WRF ⊗ IN .
If the RF precoder/equalizer includes non-orthogonal beam patterns, the inner maximization
can not be given by standard singular value decomposition (SVD) based waterfilling algorithm on
the effective channel with RF precoder/equalizer, WTRF,NHFRF,N 6. This is because the coupling
between the baseband and analog processing must be considered. By applying SVD on the
effective channel, a set of parallel subchannels appears in the transformed space. When non-
orthogonal patterns are used, the RF precoder scales the located power on different subchannel
differently and makes the sum power constraint to be a weighted sum power constraint. Resulting
from the non-orthogonal patterns at the RF equalizer, another effect is that uncorrelated noise
becomes correlated.
We define the achievable spectrum efficiency of inner maximization as C. Given WTRF,N and
FRF,N , the maximization problem becomes
C = max
FBB, WBB
log2[det(INB + F
H
BBH
H
eff(W
T
BB)
HR−1n W
T
BBHeffFBB)], (27)
s.t. ||FRF,NFBB||2F ≤ PC.
Note that, for deterministic channels like a wireless backhaul channel, finding optimal WTRF,N ,
FRF,N over a finite set is not a crucial issue. The training period using algorithms like exhaustive
search is no longer limiting the system performance. Additionally, in later evaluations, the
directions of the available paths are assumed to be known or approximate known to the system.
Then, we assume that each path is associated with one selected beam B = P . Ideally, the
selected beams should include the direction of the corresponding path within their main lobes.
With the above assumptions, we can simplify this two-step optimization problem to the inner
maximization problem, as we escape the step finding the best WTRF,N , FRF,N .
The baseband precoder/equalizer pair that solves the above inner maximization problem is
given by the work [23] and we extend it for a multi-subarray scenario as proposed earlier. Both
issues, the modified power constraint for hybrid beamforming in contrast to digital beamforming
6For orthogonal RF precoders, SVD based waterfilling algorithm can be applied, as the radiated symbol vector x ,
FRF,NFBB s and the baseband noise neff stay uncorrelated. However, the power constraint of the baseband precoder should be
M2 times smaller than that of the RF front-ends, as the baseband signals are radiated M2 times by RF precoders.
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as well as the correlated noise, are solved by introducing one additional step before equivalent
baseband precoder/equalizer. By removing the correlation of power/noise, standard SVD based
waterfilling algorithm can be applied for the equivalent baseband precoder/equalizer.
The baseband precoder FBB and equalizer WTBB that are capable of solving the optimization
problem in Equ. (27) are given as
FBB = (F
H
RF,NFRF,N)
− 1
2VΨ, (28)
WTBB = U
H[WTRF,N(W
T
RF,N)
H]−
1
2 , (29)
where the diagonal matrix Ψ = diag{ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψNB} contains gain coefficients that affect the
power allocation. The matrices U, V are unitary matrices of size NB × NB and are obtained
by an SVD on the extended channel {[WTRF,N(WTRF,N)H]−
1
2Heff(F
H
RF,NFRF,N)
− 1
2} as
[WTRF,N(W
T
RF,N)
H]−
1
2Heff(F
H
RF,NFRF,N)
− 1
2 = UΣVH, (30)
where Σ ∈ CNB×NB is a diagonal matrix with singular values
σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σNB ≥ 0. (31)
By using the above baseband precoder and equalizer7, the optimization problem in Equ. (27)
becomes
C = max
Ψ
log2[det(INB +
1
σ2n
Σ2Ψ2)], (32)
s.t. ||Ψ||2F ≤ PC.
Let us define a matrix P , Ψ2. P’s qth diagonal entry Pq represents the qth diagonal value of
the matrix P. Therefore, the optimization problem in Equ. (32) becomes
C = max
P
NB∑
q=1
log2(1 +
σ2q
σ2n
Pq), (33)
s.t.
NB∑
q=1
Pq ≤ PC, Pq ≥ 0.
7In this case, the received signal becomes y = ΣΨs+n˜, with n˜ = UH[WTRF,N(WTRF,N)H]−
1
2WTRF,Nn ∼ CN (0, σ2n ·INB)
denotes the received noise.
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The solution for the value of Pq is given by the waterfilling algorithm [24] as
Pq =
[
κ− σ
2
n
σ2q
]+
, (34)
where κ is the ’water level’ and is chosen such that
∑
q Pq = PC. The notation [x]+ is used for
taking non-negative values only as max(x, 0). Consequently, if κ− σ2n/σ2q < 0, we set Pq = 0.
Meanwhile, in the evaluation later, the SNR γq on the q-th subchannel is defined as
γq , σ
2
qPq/σ
2
n. (35)
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR A DETERMINISTIC 2-PATH SCENARIO
We evaluated the spectral efficiency achieved by a two-level spatial multiplexing system as
described above. It is a deterministic 2-path channel for which LoS and ground reflected paths
occur. The system involves the hybrid beamforming architecture for mmWave communication as
described in Section III. The subarrays are sufficiently spaced apart. This forms a LoS MIMO
system with two subarrays that can take advantage of the 2-nd path in addition to the LoS path
({N,P} = {2, 2}). For comparison, the performance of a single path single subarray system
(AWGN channel with {N,P} = {1, 1}), a two-path single subarray system ({N,P} = {1, 2}),
and a single-path LoS MIMO system with two subarrays ({N,P} = {2, 1}) are evaluated under
the same constraints.
Environment parameters: Evaluations are carried out for a single subarray system (N = 1)
and a symmetric system with two uniformly spaced linear subarrays (N = 2) aligned along the
vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 1. The transceivers are assumed to be separated by a transmit
distance D = 100 m (e.g., wireless backhaul) and to be at the same height, h ∈ [5, 35] m. One
reflected path from the ground is assumed and the point of reflection is in the middle between
the transceivers. Furthermore, the coefficient Γ2 follows the Fresnel reflection factor with the
perpendicular polarization or TE incidence [20]. The relative dielectric constant ǫr = 3.6478 and
loss tangent tan δ = 0.2053 of concrete [25] are chosen to represent ground. The coefficient Γ1
for the LoS path is of value Γ1 = 1.
System parameters: The subarrays are assumed to be 8 × 8 λ/2-spaced square arrays with
isotropic elements (highest antenna gain 18 dBi). The system uses a carrier frequency of 60 GHz
(λ = 5 mm). For transceivers with 2 subarrays, this leads to an inter subarray distance dsub =
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√
λD/N = 0.5 m for optimizing the spectral efficiency over the direct path8. The system setup
approaches the required assumption λ≪ d≪ h < D. To simplify later discussion, let us assume
that the analog beamforming algorithm of subarrays orients one beam per available path, B = P .
The codebook, from which the steering elevation angles of the subarrays could be selected, was
assumed to be of size 16. β1=0 is used for the LoS path and the positive progressive angles are
used for exciting the reflected path β2 ∈ {pi8 , 2pi8 , 3pi8 , 4pi8 } in an antenna height range h ∈ [5, 35]
meters. The allowed bandwidth regulated by [26] is of value W = 2.16 GHz. Meanwhile,
the transmit power PT varies from 5 dBm to 25 dBm in later evaluations. Considering K
subcarriers9, the noise power for one subcarrier is assumed to be σ2n = kBTFW/K, where kB
is the Boltzmann constant, T = 300 K is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, and F = 5 dB is
the noise figure. For each subcarrier, the power constraint PC is then calculated as PC = PT/K.
A Link Budget: A brief link budget is made here to offer a better understanding of our
parameter settings. The allowed peak Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP) [27] is of
value 43 dBm at antenna gain of 18 dBi. Considering the further transmit power degradation due
to poor peak-to-average power ratio, we evaluate the average transmit power PT in a range from
5 dBm to 25 dBm. The noise power for the complete bandwidth W is found as −75.5 dBm.
The free space pathloss of LOS path according to Friis transmission equation ( λ
4piD
)2 is −108dB.
Considering two parallel AWGN channels derived from a LOS MIMO system with two subarrays
and PT = 20 dBm, the calculated SNR is about 23 dB and the corresponding spectrum efficiency
is 15.7 bits/s/Hz. Regarding the reflected path, the free space pathloss of the reflected path has
additional loss up-to 2dB and power loss of reflection changes from 1 dB to 5 dB in the range
of h under investigation.
A. Performance of 2-Path Spatial Multiplexing using a Single Subarray
Fig. 5 compares the relative spectral efficiencies C{N,P}={1,2} of a 2-path channel when different
analog beam patterns are used. Meanwhile, in order to present the singular value variation of
the channel, the beam pair {β1, β2} = {0, 2π/8} is selected as an example in Fig. 6. All the
8The overall spectral efficiency of system can be further increased via antenna topology optimization using the concept in [9]
as the arrangement must be optimized jointly for multiple directions.
9K is large enough that the subcarrier bandwidth is smaller than the coherent bandwidth. The spectrum efficiency is independent
of K.
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subarray system w.r.t the channel gain of a single path
system (N = 1, M = 8).
values are normalized w.r.t. spectral efficiency C{N,P}={1,1} or singular value σ{N,P}={1,1} of a single
subarray system with a single path. The spectral efficiencies are examined with total transmit
power of 20 dBm at different heights. Considering Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6, it can be found that
when there is sufficient power and the directions of paths are aligned with the main lobe of the
respective beam pattern, the spectral efficiency can be maximized. Meanwhile, the singular value
spread is expected to be with the smallest distance regarding less of the oscillation phenomenon.
An oscillation phenomenon due to interference is observed. Invoking the narrow-band as-
sumption, i.e. assuming that the symbol duration is longer than the delay spread, we explain the
oscillation phenomenon as follows: the waves of the same transmitted symbol (first element in z
as an example) are passing along 2 paths with different lengths. Therefore, they are superimposed
with varying phase differences by varying antenna height h. This causes a periodic change
between constructive and destructive interference. This interference phenomenon is influenced by
the pathloss differences and the array gain differences. Only if the amplitudes of the same signal
from the LoS path and the reflected path are comparable, strong oscillations in the magnitude
of the singular values and the capacities occur (e.g., in low height region). Otherwise, the path
with more power will dominate the received power of the respective pattern.
The spatial frequency fh(h) of the oscillation w.r.t. height can be calculated by the length
difference of the two paths. A length difference in the order of λ is capable of leading several os-
cillating periods. The spatial frequency fh(h) is a function of h as fh(h) = 4π
√
h2 + (D
2
)2/(hλ)
due to the fact that the length of the second path is changing with h.
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In Fig. 5, an interesting phenomenon is found that the spectral efficiency gains of non-
orthogonal beam pairs (e.g., {β1, β2} = {0, π/8}, {β1, β2} = {0, 3π/8}) saturate at values higher
than one at high height range, where only LoS path is dominating the system performance. This
inspires a possible future work on using different array pattern with the same path. We note that
this gain is not coming from the spatial multiplexing (as Ns = 1) offered by the channel, but a
complex effective array gain of non-orthogonal patterns.
B. Performance of a Multi-Subarray MIMO system with Large Subarray Separation
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 compare the spectral efficiencies and singular values of a 2-path channel
when different beam patterns are used for a 2-subarray hybrid MIMO system, N = 2. All the
values are normalized w.r.t. the spectral efficiency C{N,P}={2,1} or the singular value σ{N,P}={2,1}
of a two subarray system with a single path (LoS MIMO). From LoS MIMO theories, we know
that the capacities for LoS MIMO systems with optimal arrangements are N times larger than
the capacity of a single subarray LoS system, then C{N,P}={2,1} = 2 ·C{N,P}={1,1}. Meanwhile, the
singular values have a unique value of σ{N,P}={2,1} and σ{N,P}={2,1} =
√
2 · σ{N,P}={1,1}.
Comparing Fig. 7(a) with Fig. 5, the gain brought by multipath is almost the same, even if the
antenna arrangements are just optimized for one particular direction. This can be explained by the
robustness of the single path MIMO gain when introducing displacement errors like translation
and rotation [4]. Therefore, multi-subarray MIMO systems with large subarray separation provide
a great potential in approximate linearly scaling the throughput of a single subarray system in
a multipath environment. From Fig. 8, it is observed that the singular values are grouped with
corresponding paths. Singular values within one group are closer to each other than the others.
The group of singular values also show that the spectral efficiency can be scaled almost linearly
with the number of subarrays that are large spaced, as only a single curve is found for each path
in single subarray scenarios, Fig. 6.
The oscillation phenomenon discussed in Section V-A is also observed with multi-subarray
MIMO systems. Additionally, besides the decreasing dynamic range of the spectral efficiency,
beats of the oscillation frequency are also observed. The height difference of the two subarrays are
causing a spatial frequency offset on fh(h). Therefore, when the interference of the signals from
two subarrays are simultaneously in a constructive/destructive phase, this leads to large dynamic
periods. Otherwise, if the constructive/destructive phases of the two subarrays are anti-phase,
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the spectral efficiencies are in low dynamic periods. The same phenomenon is also observed in
Fig. 8. Taking σ1 and σ2 as an example (σ1 ≥ σ2), the dynamic of the σ1 curve is changing
simultaneously with σ2 curve.
With additional simulations using less transmit power Fig. 7(b), it is also observed that the
oscillation is getting more severe as the available transmit power getting lower. Considering the
waterfilling algorithm, if the fill-in water has low amount, the dynamic of container bottoms
is causing the sensitiveness of the water level. Therefore, the dynamic of spectral efficiency is
getting larger with larger dynamic on singular values and less transmit power.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 illustrate the variation of the capacity and the subchannel SNRs of different
systems at different transmit power values but of the same height. The red-dashed line and the
blue-dotted line indicate the achieved spectral efficiency/SNRs of a 2-path 2-subarray hybrid
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MIMO system when different beam pairs (value of β2) are selected. Meanwhile the green-
dashed-dotted and violet-solid line are the achievable spectral efficiency/SNRs of a conventional
2-subarray LoS MIMO system and a 2-path 1-subarray system. For simplification, the evaluations
are carried out for height h = D
2
tan(14.48◦), where the reflected path aligns with the main lobe
of beam β2 = 2π/8 and a null point of beam β1 = 0. In Fig. 9, the achievable spectral efficiency
of 2-path 2-subarray hybrid MIMO systems are almost doubling the values achieved by a single
subarray system and are much higher than the values of the LoS only MIMO system.
In Fig. 10, it can be found that, at this given height, the SNRs for the first two subchannels
are almost the same for a 2-path 2-subarray MIMO system with large subarray separation. For
the orthogonal beam pair {β1, β2} = {0, 2π/8}, the SNRs of the subchannels are closer to each
other than the ones of non-orthogonal beam pair, e.g., {β1, β2} = {0, π/8}. For non-orthogonal
beam pair {β1, β2} = {0, π/8}, only the first two good subchannels are used for transmission
with low transmit power amount, e.g., PT = 5dBm. Meanwhile, the first two subchannels of the
non-orthogonal beams have higher SNRs than the first two of the orthogonal ones. This gain is
contributed by the complex array gains which we discussed earlier. Meanwhile, it can be found
that at low transmit power, this gain is capable of providing higher spectral efficiencies as in
Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 9. However, the better aligned beam pair ({β1, β2} = {0, 2π/8}) achieves
higher spectral efficiencies at high transmit power range as the cases for wireless backhaul
systems.
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For the 1-path (LoS) 2-subarray MIMO system and the 2-path 1-subarray MIMO system, the
number of subchannels is reduced to two (Ns = 2, less spatial multiplexing) as shown in Fig. 10.
When applying the waterfilling algorithm with the same amount of fill-in ’water’ to the LoS
MIMO system (Ns = 2), higher SNRs (green-dashed-dotted) are observed with less spectral
efficiency in comparison with a 2-path 2-subarray hybrid MIMO system (Ns = 4). However,
SNRs of the 2-paths 1-subarray hybrid MIMO are almost aligning with the SNRs of the 2-path
2-subarray system. The sudden change/apparent of SNRs at PT value around 12 dBm is due to
a change of the selected beam pair (from {β1, β2} = {0, π/8} to {β1, β2} = {0, 2π/8}).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, a multi-subarray MIMO system design with large subarray separation is proposed
for millimeter wave MIMO communication. Our work includes a multi-path channel model for
such systems, and a hybrid beamforming architecture that achieves high spatial multiplexing.
In comparison to state-of-the-art LoS MIMO based approaches, data rate increment of 50 %
is observed by utility of just one additional path. Furthermore, in comparison with systems
exploiting multiplexing gains between paths in a limited scattering environment, an approximately
linear scaling on the spectral efficiency is observed. The spatial multiplexing gain of individual
paths is determined by geometry properties of the antenna arrangements and the path directions.
It can also be found that the geometry-relations/path-directions have a strong impact on the gains.
Furthermore, the number of active subchannels (spatial multiplexing) is also influenced by the
available transmit power. The subchannels are also compared for different analog beam patterns
in this work. The proposed multi-subarray MIMO system with large subarray separation shows a
great potential in further increasing the spectral efficiency with restricted path numbers/directions
in applications like wireless backhaul.
APPENDIX
WAVE MODELS FOR DIFFERENT ANTENNA SPACING
Let us consider a scenario with a source transmit point and three receive antenna elements
as shown in Fig. 11. The transmitter is D meters away from the line connecting the receive
antennas and the first receive antenna (Rx-1) is h¯ meters away from the projected point. Let’s
set the phase center of the receive antennas at Rx-1. For simplification, we define di indicating
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Fig. 11: System sketch for a source transmit points and three receive antennas.
the inter spacing between Rx-i and Rx-1. The second antenna element (Rx-2) is separated by
a distance di = de in the order of wavelength λ, while the third one (Rx-3) is separated from
Rx-1 by a larger distance di = dsub ≫ λ.
For simplification of later calculation, we also include the elevation angle θ of the source point
w.r.t. Rx-1. D(11), D(12) and D(13) are the distances between source point and respective receive
antenna, where D(11) =
√
h¯2 +D2. We assume that all geometry relations D, D(11), D(12) and
D(13) are much larger than dsub, {D, D(11), D(12), D(13)} ≫ dsub ≫ λ.
Therefore, the relative phase φi of the wavefront arriving at Rx-i can be expressed as
ejφi = e−j
2pi
λ
(D(1i)−D(11)) (36)
= e−j
2pi
λ
[√
(h¯+di)2+D2−
√
h¯2+D2
]
(37)
= e
−j 2pi
√
h¯2+D2
λ
[
(1+
2h¯di
h¯2+D2
+
d2i
h¯2+D2
)1/2−1
]
(38)
= e
−j 2pi
√
h¯2+D2
λ
[
(1+2 sin θ
di√
h¯2+D2
+(
di√
h¯2+D2
)2)1/2−1
]
. (39)
Applying Taylor expansion to the term in bracket of the experiential part, the relative phase φi
can be written as
φi = −2π
√
h¯2 +D2
λ
[
sin θ
di√
h¯2 +D2
+ (
1− sin2 θ
2
)(
di√
h¯2 +D2
)2 + . . .
]
, (40)
where we keep the expansion up to the second order of di/
√
h¯2 +D2.
To simplify the discussion later, we define a distance ratio ai as ai , di/
√
λ
√
h¯2 +D2 =
di/
√
λD(11). By replacing the di in the second order term by ai, Equ. (40) can be written in
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form of
φi = −2π
[
sin θ
di
λ
+ (
1− sin2 θ
2
)a2i + . . .
]
, (41)
As for Rx-2, antenna spacing di = de is in order of λ. Then ai = de/
√
λD(11) has property
ai ≪ 1, as used in [19] (e.g., if de = λ, ai =
√
λ/D(11)). Only the first term in Equ. (41) has
significant contribution and φi becomes
φi ≈ −2π sin θde
λ
, (42)
which is a plane wave model and proves that the approximation to planar wave model is
applicable for antenna elements inside subarrays.
However, for much larger antenna spacing (e.g., Rx-3) di = dsub in the order of
√
λD(11), the
ratio ai is no longer negligible ai 6≪ 1 (e.g., dsub =
√
λD(11), ai = 1) and Equ. (41) becomes
φi ≈ −2π
(sin θ · d3
λ
+
1− sin2 θ
2
· a2i
)
, (43)
which is not fitting to the planar wave model. In this case, the spherical wave model should be
kept for antennas (subarrays) with large antenna (subarray) separation.
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